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Purpose of this 

Guidebook

This document will help you understand how to:

• Design, set up and run asymptomatic testing operations at your 

university

This document will also outline: 

• Your responsibilities as a participant in the University Asymptomatic 

Testing Programme

• The support available from the Department of Health & Social Care

The purpose of this document is to provide you with the 

guidance you need to undertake testing of your students 

and staff
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Test and Trace

4

Overview
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Objectives of Asymptomatic Testing Program in Universities

Objective

1. Set up a sustainable 

asymptomatic testing capability 

for UK Universities

2. Test all asymptomatic UK 

University students before the 

end of this term

Why 

• To have in-house, flexible capability to regularly test asymptomatic 

students and staff – to break the chain of transmission on campus 

• To give students and staff confidence to continue in-person education

• To reduce the need for bubbles to isolate (“test to enable”)

• To enable students to make informed decisions regarding their return 

home for Christmas, minimising the risk of spreading the virus to 

vulnerable people at their destination
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How will asymptomatic testing work in universities?

Students and staff are invited 

to take a test by the university 

(or book a test if a booking 

system is available)

Students and staff visit an 

asymptomatic test site (e.g. a 

sports hall) on campus where 

they register their details and 

get tested

Students and staff receive 

their test results from NHS 

(by SMS and email) and 

follow national and university 

Covid-19 guidelines

1 2 3
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Four phases to prepare for and then conduct testing of students and staff

The rest of this document provides more information on each step

A. Before you start B. Design your testing site C. Set up your testing site D. Run your testing site

1. Review materials sent by 

DHSC / DfE and complete the 

University Introductory 

Questionnaire 

2. Assign a SRO and mobilise a 

team

3. Notify your DPH and other 

relevant authorities

4. Sign legal agreement with 

DHSC

5. Define target scope for testing 

and quantify demand

1. Identify a suitable indoor 

location

2. Design the site layout

3. Identify workforce 

requirements and recruit staff

4. Develop a Comms & 

Engagement Plan

5. Arrange booking management

6. Carry out Site Risk and Data 

Protection Impact 

Assessments 

1. Train workforce

2. Order test kits and PPE from 

DHSC

3. Order NHS managed devices 

from DHSC

4. Source other supplies

5. Arrange site security and 

clinical waste management 

services

6. Set up the site

1. Launch Comms Plan and 

Booking System

2. Run the testing site

These steps are not sequential and should be done in parallel and as expeditiously as possible
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What DHSC will provide to participating Universities

• Guidance for how to design, setup and run asymptomatic testing (this document)

• Training for test site workforce (delivered digitally)

• Example test area schematics to help design the testing site

• Standard site signage design (provided in electronic format)

• Test registration card design (provided in electronic format)

• Barcodes used to match test results with subject

• Playbook to support communication and engagement

• Templates for DPIA and Site Risk Assessment

• Standard legal agreement for universities to sign

• Test kits and PPE

• Dedicated website for users to 

register their contact details

• Managed mobile devices for test 

operatives to upload test results 

• Result notification system (existing 

NHS system used for symptomatic 

testing)

• Central team on-call for 2nd line site 

operations support and incident 

management

Design Set up Run
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What Universities will need to do

• Assign an SRO and set up a working group to drive mobilisation and planning

• Provide a suitable indoor site for testing and storage

• Decide who to test and when, in alignment with DPH and Covid-19 Action Plan

• Operate an appropriate booking system

• Own and deliver communication and engagement plan (supported by playbook)

• Print site signage as needed 

• Print registration cards

• Set up the site

• Schedule the workforce

• Carry out testing in line with T&T 

guidance using testing kits and PPE 

provided (universities responsible for 

local clinical governance)

• Provide trained workforce (including 

testing, cleaning and security staff)

• Provide all other site supplies 

besides test kits and PPE

• Organise general and clinical waste 

management

• Set up incident management 

system and link to T&T

Design Set up Run
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Lateral Flow 

Testing 

Technology

Asymptomatic testing in universities will utilise Lateral Flow Devices (LFDs) – a 

clinically validated swab antigen test that does not require a laboratory for processing 

and can turnaround results within an hour at the location of the test. 

Use of this technology will enable us to provide testing to large numbers of people 

quickly. These test results will enable students and staff to have a greater degree of 

certainty that they are not infectious, or can isolate themselves more quickly if they 

are.

Lateral Flow Antigen testing involves processing a throat and nasal swab sample with 

an extraction fluid and a Lateral flow device (LFD).

The LFD detects a COVID-19 antigen that is produced when a person is infected with 

COVID-19. Coloured strips on the LFD show whether the test is valid and antigens are 

present in the sample.

There are several Lateral Flow Device products available. We will be providing you 

with Innova SARS-CoV-2 Antigen Rapid Qualitative Test Kits. Full instructions on 

how to use the kit are provided in separate clinical guidance.

NEGATIVE 
RESULT

POSITIVE 
RESULT

VOID 
TEST
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Considerations

Overview of testing operations:

• Subjects with COVID-19 symptoms are not eligible to participate in 

symptomatic testing. They must self-isolate and follow guidance for symptomatic 

testing

• Upon arrival to testing sites, subjects will need to self-register their personal 

details on the registration portal: https://www.gov.uk/enter-lateral-flow-test.

• At the testing site, subjects will receive a set of barcodes with a unique 

reference number (supplied by DHSC) and will need to use this number to 

complete their registration. This unique reference number is used to link subjects 

to their individual test samples and results.

• Test subjects will have to self-administer a nose and throat swab under 

supervision.

https://www.gov.uk/enter-lateral-flow-test
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Information 

Governance, 

Privacy & Consent

You will be required to:

• Communicate to test subjects the purpose of participating in testing at your site 

and the testing journey - including the DHSC privacy notice below

• Conduct a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) for the processing of 

Personal Identifiable Data by your institution e.g. appointment scheduling and the 

booking processes

Subjects are informed of how DHSC use their data:

• The test registration landing page directs subjects to the DHSC Data Privacy Notice 

which explains how the DHSC processes their data: 

(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-testing-privacy-

information)

• The DHSC has conducted a DPIA for the management of data relating to the 

testing processes*

By attending the test site and registering for a test:

• It is assumed that individuals have provided their permission to participate in testing 

and for relevant identified parties to process this data  

12*For further information please contact the DHSC Information Governance team: Dan McKeown & John Osondu:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-testing-privacy-information
mailto:Dan.McKeown@dhsc.gov.uk
mailto:John.Osondu@dhsc.gov.uk
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Test and Trace

13

Before you start
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Review materials sent by DHSC / DfE (1/2)

Document Description File Read?

University 

Introductory 

Question-

naire

Questionnaire to help us define 

the number of test kits and PPE 

required to support your testing 

Please see 

files

attached to 

the email
□

Legal 

agreement

Standard legal agreement that 

describes responsibilities of 

DHSC and Universities with 

standard T&Cs

Please see 

files

attached to 

the email
□

SOP template
Clinical guidance on how to safely

run testing operations. 

Please see 

files

attached to 

the email
□

Comms 

Playbook

Customisable comms pack with 

example proactive and reactive 

comms activities and relevant 

policies and guidance

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Before you start

Document Description File Read?

Risk 

Assessment 

Template

To help you identify and minimise 

the risks of running a test site 

(including health and safety and 

fire risks)

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

ATS Station 

Calculator

Workbook to help quantify the 

number of test stations you 

require to support a given test 

volume

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

ATS 

Workforce

Guidance

Workforce guidance to help you 

identify the roles required to 

support your testing, as well as 

the number of staff required to fill 

each role

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Workforce 

training

Description of how to access 

training materials and get any 

necessary certifications for staff 

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□
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Review materials sent by DHSC / DfE (2/2)

Before you start

Document Description File Read?

ATS site 

signage

To print and laminate: For use on 

your testing site. Has blank

templates should you need to 

create new signs

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

LFD

registration 

poster

To print: For use in registration 

area. Makes clear what your test 

site ID is, which subjects need to 

enter when registering on the LFD 

website

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Test 

registration

card

To print: A6 card provided to 

subjects at registration. Contains 

link to registration website and a 

place to affix the barcode handed 

to them at registration

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Self-swab

instructions

To print: posters to put up on-site 

to explain the swabbing process to 

subjects

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Document Description File Read?

Log Results

App: User 

Guide

User guide for the Log Results 

app provided on NHS managed 

devices

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Managed 

Devices:

Device 

Management 

process flow

Process flow for team leaders 

explaining how to run the device 

check in and check out process

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□

Managed 

Devices: 

Check In / 

Check Out 

spreadsheet

Template for team leaders to 

complete as part of the device 

management process

(To follow 

upon 

signed legal 

agreement)
□
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Assign a SRO and 

mobilise your 

team

Identify your Working Group to support your SRO, which could 

include representatives from the following areas:

• Comms & Engagement

• Legal

• Clinical

• Data Governance

• Finance

• Estates and Operations

• Workforce

• IT 

• Academic Impact

Before you start
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Notify your DPH 

and other relevant 

authorities

Engage your local authority, Director of Public Health and Health 

Protection Team as early as possible to:

• Agree on the best way to deploy testing based on local prevalence 

• Identify priority groups for testing 

• Plan  for managing public health impact of cases identified through testing

• Closing the reporting and notification loop 

• Align communication and public engagement

• Track and evaluate the programme impact on an ongoing basis

Some questions to consider when planning with public health teams:

• How will we manage communication and address concerns around initial increase in 

cases due to asymptomatic testing?

• How will we keep track of the number of tests done and results self-reported by 

individuals?

• How will we track individuals self-monitoring?

• How will we contact trace contacts, especially those outside the university 

community?

• How do we ensure repeat uptake of testing

Before you start
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Sign legal 

agreement with 

DHSC

The legal agreement between the Secretary of State for Health and 

Social Care and universities covers the following:

• Responsibilities of NHS Test & Trace, including 

‒ Supply test kits, PPE and certain other items

‒ Provide clinical guidance and training

• Responsibilities of the institution, including

‒ Carry out testing in line with clinical guidance

‒ Provide workforce and all other supplies not provided by DHSC

• Data protection provisions, including

‒ No test subject data sharing between parties

‒ Limited workforce personal data may be used by NHS T&T for training

• Other legal terms, including

‒ FOIA, publicity, confidentiality, IP and governing law

The legal agreement has a few key principles:

• Clear: Help universities understand the respective roles and responsibilities of 

university and NHS T&T 

• Simple: Quick for universities to review and understand 

• Reasonable: Balance likely university concerns with appropriate DHSC protections

• Standard: Enable rapid roll-out, ensure consistency/fairness

Before you start
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Define who is in-

scope for testing 

and quantify 

demand

What are the objectives of the testing site? For example is the aim to:

• Support the return of students / staff to their homes at the end of Term

‒ e.g. focus on testing as many individuals looking to travel home as possible

• Support safe face-to-face learning for key subject / student groups

‒ e.g. focus on clinical students

• Support students living on campus / in Halls

‒ e.g. focus on specific residences / buildings

• Support high-risk students and staff

‒ e.g. focus on older students / staff, those with underlying health conditions, BAME 

individual, those who live in multi-generational households, those with disabilities

How many individuals are in-scope for this objective and what does 

that mean for weekly testing volumes? Need to: 

• Determine how many students/ staff sit within the target segments identified above 

• Then define the daily testing capacity needed to support a given testing frequency

• For example:

‒ Say a university wants to support the return of students home at the end of term

‒ Identifies 3000 students on campus and wants to test them twice weekly

‒ That means 6000 tests per week – for a test site operating 5 days per week, that 

means you testing site must support a daily capacity of 1200 tests

1

2

Before you start

We recommend testing individuals twice a week 

where possible, particularly in the run-up to the end 

of term
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Test and Trace

☐ Familiarise with the service and understand requirements: review 

materials sent by DHSC and DfE and complete the University 

Introductory Questionnaire 

☐ Assign a SRO and mobilise a team

☐ Notify your DPH and other relevant authorities

☐ Sign legal agreement with DHSC

☐ Define who is in-scope for testing and quantify demand

Before you start 

checklist

20
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Test and Trace
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Designing your testing site
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Identify a suitable 

test location and 

design the site 

layout
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Identify a suitable 

indoor location

Design 

To deliver a safe, effective test environment, a site should be:

• On or near campus: making it easy to attend the site delivers a better user 

experience and increases take-up

• Secure: there should be no uncontrolled access to the testing facility 

• Well-ventilated: There should be no recycling of air. Natural airflow is recommended

• Temperature-controlled: test kits must be stored between 2-30˚C, and must be 

between 15-30˚C when used for testing

• Accessible: couriers and waste collection service providers can get easy access to 

the test site. Should also be wheelchair accessible and take account of the provisions 

of the Building Regulations (including Approved Document M – ‘Access to and use of 

buildings’) and the Equality Act 2010.

And should have:

• Separate entry / exit points: to ensure one-way flow of traffic

• Suitable hand washing and changing facilities: so testing workforce can wash 

their hands regularly and change into and out of PPE as needed

• Sufficient space: to allow individuals to maintain social distancing, as well as to store 

testing kit, PPE and other necessary equipment

• Flooring which is hard, non-porous and can withstand chlorine cleaning agents

To support your target testing capacity, you will need 

to determine how many sites of what size and 

configuration you require

For more information on site design and spatial 

requirements, please see Appendix C and Clinical 

Guidance
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Design the site 

layout: key 

principles and site 

areas for which 

you will need to 

plan

Design 

Design should follow principles noted on previous slide, in particular:

• Separate entry / exit points: to ensure one-way flow of traffic

• Suitable hand washing and changing facilities: so testing workforce can wash 

their hands regularly and change into and out of PPE as needed

‒ Please note adjacent handwashing stations and hand dryers are not allowed per 

infection control guidelines 

Site layout should provide space for:

• Arrival area: for subjects to check in and register (whilst social distancing) and then 

proceed into testing area

• Testing area: see next page for more information

• Staff welfare area: large enough to allow for social distancing amongst the number 

of staff on site

‒ Should also have separate entry / exit points to allow for social distancing and one-

way traffic flow. Also needs staff-specific access points into and out of testing area

• Supply storage: a space to store supplies (area for storing test kits must be 

temperature controlled so kits can be kept between 2-30C)

‒ Space required depends on testing capacity and frequency with which you plan to 

re-supply the site. Space for 3 palettes’ worth of equipment should suit most sites

‒ Separate space for cleaning supplies close to sampling area is helpful

• Office: for use by team leader / site manager
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Design the site 

layout: testing 

area can be open 

plan and/ or use 

testing bays

Design 

To calculate the number of testing stations required to support  

planned testing volumes: 

• Please refer to the ATS Station Calculator which accompanies the Workforce 

Guidance

Open plan testing areas use floor markings to demarcate testing 

stations which allow for social distancing

• Each demarcated area will have two trestle tables for sample collection and 

processing, as well as socially-distanced walkways

• Area required for a demarcated testing station depends on whether a station 

abuts another station or a thoroughfare. The overarching principle is that site staff 

and subjects should be able to socially distance at all times

‒ Please see Appendix C for more info on the layout of a ‘boothless’ testing station

• You may wish to consider having one or more booths in an open plan testing 

area. This will support subjects who may wish to have privacy whilst swabbing

‒ Please see Appendix C for more info on the 1 booth layout model

Booths require less space but must be sourced and then set up

• Booths are 1.2m x 2.4m; privacy booths with wheelchair accessibility are 2.4m x 2.4m

• Size of testing area will depend on site layout

• For example, a 6-booth testing area will be at least 12.4m x 9.2m

‒ Please see Appendix C for more info on the layouts of test sites using booths
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Identify workforce 

requirements and 

recruit staff
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Identifying your workforce requirements: key roles & responsibilities

Design 

Workforce 

Segment
Role Title Tasks & Responsibilities 

Training 

Required

Sessional 

PPE(a)
Device 

Required(b)

Service 

Operations 

Team Leader - Responsible for overall delivery and escalations   

Cleaner
- Cleans booths in-between subjects and identifies when a booth is a ready for next subject

- Ensures clinical waste is disposed of from booths   

Supplies 

Coordinator

- Ensures test kits are stored in a clinically safe manner

- Receives supplies and manage stock

- Manages devices updates
  

Queue Manager - Ensures social distancing is maintained in the registration queue   

Testing 

Operations

Registration 

Assistant 

˗ Provides verbal support to subject registering on their device 

˗ Adds patient to the register if not already registered, and provides support if QR code is not scanning 

˗ If patient cannot use own device, requests verbal consent from subject to complete registration on their behalf 

- Provides testing kit to patient to take to the booth 

- Directs subject to available booth 

  

Test Assistant 

- On hand to provide subject with additional verbal instructions if required

- Ensures subject's self-administered test is labelled appropriately and has barcodes attached

- Ensure subject has passed test to a Processing Operative 

- Directs patient to exit, with test card

  

Test supervisor - Optional role to provide on-site clinical oversight and guidance   

Processing 

Operative

- Sets up sample for analysis

- Pipettes extraction solutions to sample, following SOP 

- Times the sample analysis

- Await and read result displayed, and mark it on device

- Pushes results for digital upload 

- QA another Processing Operative’s result analysis

  

Results 

Recorder 

- Enters result onto a managed device, including scan of QR code

- Result is automatically sent to dashboard and Test & Trace   

Depending on the size and set up of your test site(s), some roles can be adapted or 

merged. Some roles may need to be added to suit institution-specific requirements.

Please see ATS Workforce Guidance for more information

The roles and responsibilities shown here may need to 

be adapted to meet your specific needs

(a) Over and above face mask – please see Appendix D for more information

(b) See Appendix B for more information on the Digital solutions used by these operatives
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Quantifying your 

workforce 

requirements

Role FTE Considerations

Team Leader 1 FTE per site Not required for sites with fewer than 10 FTE

Registration Assistant 
1 FTE per 6 testing 

stations

Cleaner
1 FTE per 6 testing 

stations
Can be combined with Test Assistant in smaller sites

Test Assistant 
1 FTE per 4 testing 

stations

Testing Supervisor 1 FTE per site Optional role to provide clinical oversight

Processing Operative
1 FTE per 2 testing 

stations

Results Recorder 
1 FTE per 12 testing 

stations
Combines with Processing Operative in smaller sites

Supplies Coordinator 1 FTE per site
In smaller sites, this role can be carried out by the 

Team Leader

Queue Coordinator 2 FTE per site Not required for sites with fewer than 6 bays

This table provides guidance on workforce size with reference to 

your test site configuration (number of testing stations)

• It is an indicative view - actual workforce requirements may vary due to a number 

of factors (e.g. hours of operation which may impact the number of shifts required 

to operate the site)

This workforce table can help you define your 

staffing requirements; actual workforce requirements 

are at the discretion of the university

Please see the ATS Workforce Guidance for more 

information

Design 
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Indicative example of a site operating structure

Testing Operations

Service Operations

Key

Testing SupportRegistration & Coordination

Site Support

Sample Analysis

Site Management

Cleaner
(8 FTE)

Test Assistant
(7 FTE)

ATS Configuration 

Size of ATS:

Total Daily Testing Volumes: 

Large (24 booths)

Total Workforce FTE: 42

Team Leader

(1 FTE)

Registration Assistant 
(5 FTE)

Supplies Coordinator

(1 FTE)(a)

Processing Operative
(15 FTE)

Queue Coordinator

(3 FTE)(b)

Potential options for workforce efficiency gains:

(a) This role could be split across other FTE on site to deliver tasks

(b) These roles might be fulfilled by the infrastructure of the site (e.g. existing queue barriers)

Throughput 
% of max 

capacity

Tests 

per day

Average 70% 1,344

Peak 100% 1,920

Results Recorder
(2 FTE)

Below is an indicative operating structure for a site with 24 testing stations. Exact workforce requirements could differ by site

Testing Supervisor

(1 FTE)

Optional role

Design 
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Recruiting your 

workforce

Universities will need to stand up a workforce to do testing:

• You may consider using volunteer students and staff 

• We will provide materials like the ATS workforce guidance. It is up to you to ‘localise’ 

these indicative materials and ensure you are comfortable that you have 

‒ Identified all roles required to support testing; and 

‒ Appropriately quantified the number of staff required to safely support testing

• The next section on ‘Setting up your testing site’ contains guidance on workforce 

training requirements

Universities will then need to schedule the workforce and decide shift 

patterns:

• Where possible, test site staff should be allocated to the test site full time to provide 

a dedicated and consistent testing service

Design 
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Develop a Comms 

& Engagement 

Plan
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Identify your 

comms & 

engagement 

needs
Engagement is critical to ensure student and staff 

acceptance of testing programme. Here are some 

key factors to consider prior to launching comms 

activities. They will help you design the most 

appropriate engagement plans. 

Identify stakeholders 

• Do you have a clear understanding of all key stakeholders (e.g. DPH, community 

leaders, unions, local health teams) that need to be engaged? 

• Do you understand the best channels / methods to engage with stakeholders?

Assess how best to engage students and staff

• Do you have an existing student engagement and comms strategy?

• What mechanism do you have to contact individuals and groups of students?

• How can you make best use of our social media channels?

• Are there any key influencers you should be engaging?

• What do you have in place to support students’ mental health? 

Review existing policies

• What are your current COVID-19 protocols, including for positive case identification?

• Are there any contingency plans in the event of an outbreak?

• Are there any existing bubble arrangements?

Consider resources available

• Do you have sufficient comms & engagement resources to support the programme?

• Do you have resources to support on-going feedback gathering?

Design 

1

2

3

4
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Develop your 

comms & 

engagement plan

Please refer to the Engagement Playbook for key 

messages, collateral, and templates to help you 

launch your comms activity before, during and after 

the testing activities. 

Notify relevant local authorities and other stakeholders prior to pilot 

launch :

• Inform Directors of Public Health, Unions, Mayors, MPs, Councillors etc. of 

upcoming testing activities 

Map out relevant stakeholders and engagement objectives 

(Illustrative example):

Who to engage Engagement objective Suggested comms approach

Students and staff

To raise awareness of testing 

programme and reasons 

behind it

To inform and recruit for pilot 

testing

- Direct messaging c.14 days prior to launch

- Provide overview of what’s happening and why (including 

key messages)

- Include call to action to recruit volunteers, e.g. why their 

help is needed and how vital their feedback is etc

- For registered volunteers, follow up comms to include key 

messaging, instructions on testing and to be kept 

confidential

Local community 

groups

Accommodation 

providers

Strategic partners

To influence staff and 

students to get tested

- Direct messaging during launch

- Provide overview of what’s happening and why (including 

key messages)

- Request support to encourage staff/student

Families of students

Media

Local community

To ensure they are aware of 

testing taking place

- Reactive comms should be prepared in place

- Messaging to reassure / address concern

NB press releases and proactive comms are not 

recommended in early stages of pilot

Design 

1

2
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We provide universities with an Engagement Playbook

The purpose of the playbook is to support universities in the University 

Asymptomatic Testing programme in their proactive and reactive 

communication about testing and ensure consistency with national 

messages.

We recognise university comms teams know their audience best, hence 

are currently co-designing the playbook with universities in the initial pilots. 

Universities will lead communications locally utilizing the advice and 

messages provided in the Playbook.

Design principles:

Key narratives / tech 

explainer / FAQs

Media handling 

guidance 

Collateral (posters, 

graphics, signage)
Press release 

template

Suggested stakeholder 

engagement activities 

Learning framework 

and collecting 

feedback 

What’s inside the playbook:

1. Putting audience needs at the heart of our engagement process to drive 

desirable behaviours  

2. Co-designed with the sector and for the sector

3. Iterative and responsive to evidence-based learnings and feedback 

4. Flexible and adaptable based on unique context of universities 

5. Ensure messaging, format and channel is accessible to a diverse audience 

Design 
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Other design 

activities

• Arrange booking management

• Carry out Site Risk and Data Protection Impact Assessments
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Arrange booking 

management

Design 

Calendar booking model:

• Allow students and staff to book an appointment at a time that suits their schedule

‒ Narrower appointment windows (15-30 minutes) can help manage flow better, and 

avoid the risk of a large number of individuals attending at the beginning of a wide 

(e.g. one hour) window

Cohort booking model:

• Define cohorts of students who are then given specific appointment windows

‒ Could organise testing by residence, degree programme or the like

Attend at your convenience:

• Allow students and staff to get tested whenever they like as long as they adhere to 

the desired testing cadence (e.g. get tested once per week)

• It is imperative to consider crowd management if pursuing this model

‒ Social distancing must be maintained at all times

‒ Helpful to have a system which allows students to identify peak / off-peak times

Universities should define an approach which works 

best for the institution and its students and staff. 

Options to consider are shown to the right
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Carry out Site 

Risk and Data 

Protection Impact 

Assessments

To assure yourself that you can safely run testing and handle test 

subjects’ data, please conduct:

• A Site Risk Assessment to include health and safety (including HVAC), fire safety, 

mechanical and electrical checks (including temperature control), security/access 

assessment

• A Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) for the processing of Personal 

Identifiable Data by your institution e.g. appointment scheduling and the booking 

processes

Design 
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Test and Trace

☐ Identify a suitable indoor location

☐ Design the site layout

☐ Identify workforce requirements and recruit staff

☐ Develop a Comms & Engagement plan

☐ Arrange booking management

☐ Carry out Site Risk and Data Protection Impact Assessments

Design your site 

checklist

38

Design 
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Test and Trace

39

Setting up your testing site
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Train workforce
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Guidance on 

workforce training

Prior to going live with the testing site, all staff should be sufficiently 

trained for the role(s) that they’re expected to execute:

• Training needs to provide sufficient information and practical experience to the test 

site workforce that they are able to comfortably execute their respective roles

Training should be taken close to the start of testing:

• It’s recommended that training is completed 1-2 days prior to the start of full 

operations so that the workforce have sufficient time to become familiar with their 

roles and responsibilities

Training should be a mix of theory and practice:

• As shown in subsequent slides, we will make available an online Training & 

Assessment platform

• Please also refer to the SOP for more information on training requirements and 

information on key aspects of site operations (e.g. cleaning protocols)

• After completing the online training, testing staff are encourage to practice using the 

testing devices by swabbing themselves and processing the results

Set up
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Materials to train 

your workforce

We will provide a training platform which will help you train staff to 

safely process samples

• Platform will have an approved training video explaining how to process samples, 

followed by a test

• Only staff who have passed this test can process samples – universities are 

responsible for ensuring this is the case

• Staff can be encouraged to watch the testing process, and then practice self-

administering the test and then processing the sample

This guidebook and the SOP covers important aspects of site 

operations which should form part of your staff training, including 

‒ Infection prevention and control measures

‒ Cleaning protocols

‒ Appropriate use of PPE (including the proper procedure for donning and doffing) 

‒ Test kit storage

‒ How to deal with any contamination or other incidents

‒ Clinical waste management

‒ Results recording: using and troubleshooting the Log Results app

• For instructions on how to report adverse incidents to the MHRA yellow card 

scheme, please see https://coronavirus-yellowcard.Mhra.Gov.Uk/

Please liaise with your DHSC support team to 

access the latest training materials. We will make 

available a digital training & assessment platform to 

deliver accessible and relevant training covering key 

aspects of running testing operations. 

Set up

https://coronavirus-yellowcard.mhra.gov.uk/
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This page also includes a check list of how to 

prepare yourself and the room before testing

Landing Page 

Embedded here will be the training video, which 

provides a walk through of how to safely and 

effectively process LFD tests and interpret results 

1 2

From the landing page, the training is accessed by 

selecting ‘Processing tests’ which should take around 

10 minutes to complete. 

Illustrating the Training & Assessment  Platform 
Training 1/2

Set up
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1

The video steps through the 4 key stages in the testing process. The video is  

around 5 minutes long

Illustrating the Training & Assessment Platform
Training 2/2

Set up
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Once the training has been completed by returning  

to the landing page the ‘Assessment’ should be 

selected which will take around 5 minutes to 

complete.

The pass mark is 100%. The assessment can be 

retaken as many times as needed.

Landing Page 

Illustrating the Training & Assessment Platform
Assessment

Set up

Universities must ensure only staff who have passed this training process samples
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Order test kits 

and other items 

provided by 

DHSC, source 

other supplies
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Summary of Inventory required for Asymptomatic Testing Sites
Each Test Site will require a variety of inventory to operate. DHSC will provide PPE, test kits and certain supplies supporting the testing 

process. Universities are responsible for providing all other items.

Inventory categories

Safety PPE Physical 

infrastructure

Queue 

management

Consumables 

(non-medical)

Test Kits and 

related test items

General wasteClinical waste Miscellaneous

Providers 

Department of Health 

and Social Care 

(DHSC)

University

Medical consumables 

& infection control

Set up

Inventory list and providers subject to change
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Order test kits 

and other items 

supplied by DHSC

Quantifying the number of test kits required:

• Your DHSC service support team will order test kits on your behalf as a participant of 

the University Testing programme. The number of test kits will be based on:

‒ The number of tests being carried out

‒ The cadence of testing at your Test Site(a)

Ordering test kits and related testing items:

• Email your DHSC service support team contact with the following information 5 days

in advance of your required delivery date:

‒ Number of test kits

‒ Number of testing stations and processing operatives(b)

‒ Number of staff on site and their roles(c)

‒ Delivery address and delivery contact (including phone number)

Sharing Bill of Materials for other supplies provided by DHSC:

• Specify and agree requirements for BOM items with your DHSC service support 

team 5 days prior to your required delivery date

• Please see Appendix F for other items to be sourced from DHSC

Set up

(a) We may send you test kits in tranches – the cadence (weekly testing 

volumes) of your site will help us ensure we send enough kits to cover your 

immediate requirements

(b) Used to determine the number of test tube racks we provide – please see 

the next slide

(c) Used to determine the PPE we send – please ensure roles align to those 

laid out in the workforce guidance

Please see the following slides for more 

information on other items supplied by DHSC
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DHSC supplies 

the following 

items to support 

your testing site

1

Contents of the test kits may vary, the images 

are examples of what your test kit may look 

like.

Please see following slides for other items 

provided by DHSC

Swabs LFD Cartridges Extraction tubes Extraction solution

Other items (given to subjects at registration):

• Test registration card 
3

Registration card

• 4 x Bar Code 

‒ Rolls come in sets of 4. Only 2 of 

which are given to subjects, the other 

2 must be discarded.

‒ Under no circumstances can the 2 

remaining barcodes be used for other 

subjects. This will cause issues in the 

results notification process.

Set up

Other items required for sample processing:

• Test tube racks to hold extraction tubes
2

LFD test kits (kept in sample processing area) – 1 box contains:

• 25 swabs

• 25 cartridges

• 25 extraction tubes

• 2 bottles of extraction solution

• Instructions for use

Test tube rack
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DHSC also 

provides the PPE 

shown here

Plastic aprons Surgical mask

Eye protection Disposable gloves

Please see Appendix D for more information 

on role-specific guidance on PPE.

Set up
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Order NHS 

managed devices 

from DHSC

DHSC will provide you with managed devices:

• iPhones which will have the Log Results app used as part of Results Recording 

process

‒ Please see Appendix B for more information

To order devices, calculate how many you need to order:

• Please provide your DHSC support team with the number of processing operatives 

you plan to have on-site, and number of testing sites you plan to set up:

‒ We will supply you with one iPhone for each processing operative, plus one spare 

per testing site

Please check data connectivity where you plan to use the devices:

• Please confirm the 4G network symbol is showing on a Vodafone phone and that 

web browsing speed is normal in:

‒ Where you record test results: to confirm iPhones’ Log Results app can connect 

to the internet

Set up

Please note these devices are government 

property and must be returned at the end of the 

testing period.

Please ensure you keep the devices safe and 

follow the daily device check-in / check-out 

process. Please see Appendix B for more 

information.
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Source all other 

equipment

DHSC provides certain supplies to support the testing process. 

Universities are responsible for providing all other items required to 

support testing operations

DHSC support team will provide you with sample collection kits, lateral flow antigen test 

devices and related test items, as well as PPE. 

The organisation will take responsibility for managing, tracking and ordering all other 

equipment required for the set-up and day to day running of a test site, including but not 

limited to:

• Medical Consumables (including cleaning agent, tissues) 

• Physical Infrastructure

• Signage (templates provided by DHSC)

• Consumables (non-medical) (including catering) 

• Safety (including fire extinguishers, defibrillator) 

• Clinical Waste (including bins, bags, containers) 

• General Waste (including bins, bags, containers) 

• Miscellaneous (including whiteboards, printers, tools) 

Please see Appendix F for a detailed 

inventory list

Set up
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Arrange for all 

other relevant site 

services

Arrange site security

• The test site should be serviced by security staff with appropriate licensing (e.g. SIA)

• Security staff must be present on-site during testing operations. 24/7 security 

presence is recommended where possible

• You must ensure the site is secured overnight and out of hours

• Ensure rooms used for supplies storage can be adequately locked / secured

Arrange waste management services

• Please arrange for general waste management if your chosen test site is not already 

serviced

• All waste suspected of being COVID-19 contaminated must be disposed of 

appropriately as Category 2 clinical waste (including used PPE used and cleaning 

cloth and mop heads).

• Detailed information on clinical waste handling and packaging can be found here.

• Swabs, LFDs and PPE should be treated as clinical waste and disposed as such.

• Clinical waste collection varies by council. Please contact local authority for guidance

• Guidance on handling spillage of bodily waste (e.g. vomit) is available in Appendix E

Consider whether catering is needed

• Whilst not required, you may wish to arrange for lunch to be provided for site staff, 

particularly if there is no easily accessible alternatives (e.g. nearby student canteen)

Set up

Site security and waste management are 

necessary for site operations. Universities may 

wish to consider procuring catering services 

should site location and workforce require it.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-the-safe-management-of-healthcare-waste
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Set up testing site
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Arrival Area
Hand hygiene station:

• Hand sanitiser station(s) on entry / in arrival area

• Subjects should clean their hands upon entering the arrival area

Flow of people:

• Facilitated one-way queuing system and flow of people through the test site

Item collection area:

• System to allow subjects to pick up their barcodes and test registration card

• Test site staff and subject contact should be minimised, for example, contactless

passing of items through a gap in a Perspex window

Information on setting up the: 

FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY: BOOTH

MODEL SHOWN HERE

Set up
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Testing Area

Information on setting up the: 

Layout:

• Testing space should be open so the Testing Supervisor can supervise the subject 

taking the sample and provide guidance if needed

• You should also have at least 1 wheelchair accessible testing space (if appropriate 

for your site)

• Demarcated testing stations which allow for social distancing (if using open plan 

model)

• Area to pass the used swab to the Sample processing area (if using booths)

Hand hygiene:

• Hand sanitiser should be included in each testing station

• Subjects should clean their hands using the provided hand sanitiser before exiting 

the test area

Equipment:

• Table made from non-porous material (e.g. plastic – for effective cleaning and 

infection control), to hold hand sanitiser station and for test analysis

• Clear plastic screen to separate subject from operative (if using open plan model)

• Small mirror, to help subjects locate their pharyngeal tonsils (where the swab has to 

be taken from) 

• Small clinical waste bin(s) should be accessible to both subjects and staff

FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY: BOOTH 

MODEL SHOWN HERE

Set up
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Sample Processing 

Area

Information on setting up the: 
Layout:

• Space to store subjects’ processed test kits until the results are ready to be 

interpreted (20-30 minutes)

• Space for spare PPE to be stored

Hand hygiene:

• Hand sanitiser should be included

• Test site staff should clean their hands before exiting the analysis area

Results logging:

• Ideally, results logging will happen in this area too so used LFDs don’t leave the area

Set up

FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY: BOOTH 

MODEL SHOWN HERE
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Safety 

considerations

It is important that you consider the impact the test site’s presence 

will have on your existing fire and health and safety procedures. 

• Ensure access to fire extinguishers and fire exits are not obstructed 

• Mark evacuation passageways clearly

• Access to an existing local assembly point should be clearly defined, or create a new 

local assembly point

• Consider how you will evacuate those with enhanced needs or have custom 

evacuation plans

• Ensure your fire wardens have familiarised themselves with the test site

Set up
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Test and Trace

☐ Train workforce

☐ Order test kits and PPE from DHSC

☐ Order NHS managed devices from DHSC

☐ Source other supplies

☐ Arrange site security and clinical waste management services

☐ Set up testing site

Set up your site 

checklist

59
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Test and Trace

60

Running your testing site
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University Testing Service Model

SUBJECT

Enter test 

site and visit 

registration 

desk

Receive test kit, 

test card (with 

QR code) and 

copies of barcode

Scan QR code 

on test card  

and register via 

the LFT website

Go to test area

Leave test site

(with barcode 

attached to test 

card)

GREETING ZONE SAMPLE COLLECTION ZONE SAMPLE ANALYSIS ZONE

REGISTRATION 

DESK & QUEUE 

MANAGER

TEST & RESULT 

OPERATIVES

Collect LFD 

swab sample 

through hatch, 

process sample

Pass LFD swab to 

operative for 

processing 

Attach subject’s 

barcode to 

Lateral Flow 

Device

Read result on 

LFD and mark 

it, based on 

result.

Receive and 

act on result 

(via text and 

email)

*Estimated 15-20 minutes

Initiate 

standard 

results flow

Hand barcode to 

operative and self-

administer swab

REGISTER ADMINISTER ANALYSE GET RESULT

*Reporting to 

GP, PH, etc.

*Direct subject to 

testing area 

when appropriate

Ensure subjects 

are socially 

distanced

*Help subjects 

with assisted-

digital or non-

digital needs

Scan barcode on LFD 

with mobile app.

Interpret result 

and upload to 

S3 bucket, via 

API

Copy of barcode transferred to testing touch point to ensure robust link between individual, sample and test result. 

Digital Solution

Run

Please see Appendix B for more information on the Digital solutions
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Launch comms 

and booking 

system
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Launch comms 

and publicise how 

students and staff 

can book a test

Launch comms to students and staff you are targeting for testing

• This stage will require communication throughout to ensure that participants are 

informed and engaged. 

• Universities marketing and communication teams understand their students, staff 

and local communities best, and hence are best placed to engage with these 

audiences through existing channels.

• Communication should explain why testing is happening, why it is important for 

students and staff to participate, and what individuals can expect of the testing 

process (both on-site and follow-up actions)

• In addition it must also include clear guidance around student support available, as 

self-isolation can have a impact on students’ normal way university life.

• It is important that communication channels are available for all, including persons 

with protected characteristics and non digital channels.

Make clear how students and staff can attend the site for testing

• As part of comms, you should highlight how students can arrange a test – as 

determined in the booking management step in the ‘design your testing site’ phase

Run

The Comms & Engagement Playbook provides 

more information on launching comms – including 

pre-launch and launch activities
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Welcome subjects 

to the test site
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Welcome subjects 

to the site:   

check-in and 

registration

Check-in: Confirm if subjects have a booking and appropriate ID

• Check subject is wearing a face covering. If subject does not have one, provide them 

with a mask

• Ask subject if they are experiencing any Covid-19 symptoms. If they are, explain that 

this site is for asymptomatic individuals only and direct them to the nearest Local 

Testing Site.

• Ask subject whether they have a booking (if relevant) and university ID with them. 

Registration: subjects link their personal details to barcode provided

• Hand subject a Test Registration Card and two barcodes(a) with matching ID numbers

• Explain that the test registration process ensures they can receive the results of the 

test by linking the barcode they have in their hand to the result of the test once it is 

completed

• Ask them to scan the QR code and enter the details requested on the Gov.uk 

website

• Explain that if they need help, a member of staff can assist them with registration

• Once registered, direct subject to testing / waiting area (it is important that subjects 

before swabbing)

1

2

Run

(a) Barcode rolls come in sets of 4.Only 2 of which are given to 

subjects, the other 2 must be discarded. Under no circumstances 

can the 2 remaining barcodes be used for other subjects. This 

will cause issues in the results notification process.
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Conduct tests and 

process samples
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Storing test kits 

and extraction 

solutions

Regular temperature checks should be made to check that conditions in the rooms 

where test kits are stored and used are within the manufacturer’s acceptable range.

This is the responsibility of the Team Leader / Site manager. Outside of operating 

hours and overnight, security staff can conduct these temperature checks. 

REQUIREMENTS:

• The LFD devices and extraction solutions must be stored between 2˚C and 30˚C

• LFD devices and extraction solutions must be between 15˚C and 30˚C during use

• You should follow the storage instructions provided by the manufacturer.

Run
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Self-swabbing: 

sample collection 

procedure

Receiving the swab

• Subjects will be given a sealed sterile swab at either the registration desk, or upon 

arrival at the testing station.

• A crowd control system should be in place to ensure the subject is only sent into the 

testing area when the Sample Processing Operative is ready to receive the swab. 

Preparing subjects for swabbing

• Before commencing swabbing, the Test Supervising Operative will explain the 

process to the subject.

• The subject will also be informed that the swab may sometimes make them gag 

and they should use a sick bowl for any expectoration or vomit and guidance will be 

given regarding what to do with this if used. 

Run

Please note that the processes in this section 

are also covered in the online training materials 

we will provide.
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Self-swabbing: 

instructions for 

sample collection 

1

3

After entering the testing station, hand the barcode to the Sample Processing 

Operative. Remove mask and sanitise hands.

Gently blow your nose into a tissue

4 Open the swab package and gently take out the swab

5

Holding the swab in your hand, open your 

mouth wide and rub in the fabric tip of the 

swab over both tonsils (or where they would 

have been) at the back of your throat with 

good contact at least 3 times (if available, 

use a mirror to help you do this).

Carefully remove the swab stick from the 

back of your throat.

6

Put the same end of the same swab gently 

into one nostril until you feel a slight 

resistance (about 2.5cm or 1 inch up your 

nose).

Roll the swab 5 times along the mucosa of 

the inside of the nostril to ensure that both 

mucus and cells are collected. You only need 

to sample one nostril. If you have a piercing, 

use the other nostril.

7
Place the swab directly into the prepared extraction tube with the cotton bud end 

facing down. Do not grasp the cotton bud end, which has been in contact with the 

tonsils and nostril.

2
Find tonsils at back of mouth (or where they would have been if they are removed), 

using mirror to help you – this is where you will swab your sample

Run
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Sample 

processing steps 

(1/2)

1

2

3

Place the extraction tube upright in the test tube rack with the opening facing up.

Press the extraction solution bottle to drip 6 drops of extract solution into the extractor 

tube without touching the edge of the tube. Decontaminate the buffer bottle with a 

Clindell® wipe between samples to prevent cross-contamination. The extraction tube 

will be left in the tube rack for the subject to place the swab.

Take the swab from the test subject without touching the fabric end of the swab and 

insert it head-first into the extraction tube. Hold and press the swab head against the 

wall of the tube with force while rotating the swab for about 10 seconds to release the 

antigen into the extraction solution from the swab head.

Run
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Sample 

processing steps 

(2/2)

4

5

9

6

8

Dispose of the swab into a clinical waste bin and install the nozzle cap onto the 

extraction tube.

Drip 2 drops of extraction solution into the sample well of the LFD cartridge.

Re-check that the liquid can be seen seeping through the cartridge (to ensure the drop 

was not an air bubble. 

If the cartridge appears dry, the subject being tested will need to be asked to re-do a 

sample swab.

Squeeze the swab head by squeezing the lower end of the tube while removing the 

swab in order to remove as much liquid as possible from the swab.

10
Move the cartridge to a defined processing space for reading with a tray grouped by 

time cohort.

7 Record the time of test (for example, “Drop @ HH:MM”) in marker on the LFD and set 

the time for 30 minutes.

Run
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Interpreting 

results

Reading results: The result is read by staff according to manufacturer IFU between 25 

and 30 minutes. Strong positive results can be reported at 20 minutes, however, 

negative results must be reported at 30 minutes. If a positive signal appears after 30 

minutes, it should not be reported as positive. 

The results are interpreted by examining the presence of coloured lines on the LFD 

(see the image below). Line C must be coloured to have a valid test result 

The results will fall into one of three categories: negative, positive or invalid. 

You will need to mark the testing cartridge with a symbol using permanent marker, 

depending on the result:
• If the test is invalid, you will either see no lines, or a single line at T. In this case, mark a ‘V’ 

in black marker on the cartridge.

• If the test is negative, there will be a single red line at C on the device. Mark the cartridge 

with a ‘-’.

• A positive result will always have two lines, one at C and one at T, but sometimes, the line at 

T may be lighter than the one at C. In this case, mark the cartridge with a ‘+’..

The LFD is then moved to the next station for data logging/result recording, and the 

area is cleaned.

1

2

3

4

NEGATIVE 
RESULT

POSITIVE 
RESULT

VOID 
TEST

NEGATIVE 

RESULT
POSITIVE 

RESULT

INVALID 

TEST

Run
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Recording results 

(1/2) 2

1 Sign into the app and tap “Log Results” 

Scan the barcode on the test kit by point the camera at the 

barcode so it sits inside the box, 

Run

Please refer to the Log Results user guide for more 

information 
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Recording results 

(2/2)

3

4

If the barcode scan fails, you can enter the barcode from the test kits manually.

Select the result of the test, and tap submit

Run

Please refer to the Log Results user guide for more 

information 
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Notify subjects of 

results and any 

required follow-up 

actions
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Notifying subjects 

of test results

Run

Test & Trace system will link subject’s registration details to the test 

result and:

• Result will be sent to individual via SMS and/or email provided during the 

registration process

• Subjects can expect to receive results very quickly - sometimes within a matter of 

minutes of results upload, but typically in a matter of hours

• Any individual who receives a positive result may require a confirmatory test from 

the National Test & Trace programme (see subsequent slides in this section)

Guidance for the institution operating an Asymptomatic Testing Site:

• Subjects should be reminded to follow national and university-specific Covid-19 

guidelines

• You are responsible for taking appropriate actions as per national and local 

guidelines if informed of a positive result 

• Please work with your local public health authorities to seek guidance or support 

with contact tracing as necessary
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Follow-up actions 

required for LFD 

test results

Run

Negative results:

• Subjects who return a negative test result do not need to self-isolate (unless 

otherwise indicated).

Invalid results:

• Subjects who return an invalid LFD result should be retested once by LFD.

• If the LFD result is invalid a second time, they should be retested with a PCR test. 

Positive results:

• Subjects who return a positive LFD result are required to self-isolate immediately 

after receiving a positive result communication and follow NHS T&T guidance. 

• Confirmatory testing may be required in certain circumstances – please see the next 

page for more information.
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Confirmatory 

tests

Confirmatory testing may be required in certain circumstances:

• In areas of low prevalence (<1% positive rate): confirmatory test required for all 

positive LFD tests in order to reduce the impact of false positives. Please work with 

your local DPH to determine whether local prevalence indicates the need for 

confirmatory testing.

• At subject’s request: Confirmatory testing should also be made available where 

requested, regardless of positivity.

• Where a confirmatory test is indicated for subjects who received a positive LFD 

result, this can be done using a home testing kit, or by visiting the local testing site 

to provide a nasopharyngeal swab sample for PCR analysis. Subjects still have to 

self-isolate from when they receive LFD result.

Positive confirmatory result:

• Upon receiving a positive confirmatory result, the test subject should continue to 

self-isolate and follow the latest government guidance from the date of their latest 

test, before they can return to usual activities in line with government guidance.

Negative confirmatory result:

• If their confirmatory test result comes back negative, the subject is safe to return 

to usual activities in line with government guidance.

Run
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Ongoing support
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Support model 

and contacts

Please send any question to our inbox

• dhsctesttrace.universities@nhs.net

We are defining a model to support you with site operations

• In due course we will share specific contacts for Clinical, Digital and Operational 

questions and issues

mailto:dhsctesttrace.universities@nhs.net
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Test and Trace
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Appendices
A. Acronyms

B. Digital Solutions

C. Example Site Blueprints

D. PPE requirements and donning / doffing guidance

E. Spillage of bodily substances

F. Inventory List
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Test and Trace

82

Appendix A: Acronyms
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Acronym Meaning Additional context

C-19 Covid-19

DHSC Department for Health and Social Care

EoD End of Day

FRSM Fluid Resistant Surgical Mask

FTE Full Time Employee

H&S Health and Safety

LFD Lateral Flow Device Type of test, administered via swab or saliva, gives results on the spot

LFT Lateral Flow Technology

LTS Local Test Site

NHE National Health England

PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction Type of test, administered via swab and samples analysed in lab

PPE Personal Protective Equipment

URN Unique Reference Number Barcodes on test kits

ACRONYMS

NOTE: Not all of these acronyms are specifically referenced in the document.
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Test and Trace

84

Appendix B: Digital Solutions 
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Where Digital fits into the University Testing Service Model

SUBJECT

Enter test 

site and visit 

registration 

desk

Receive test kit, 

test card (with 

QR code) and 

copies of barcode

Scan QR code 

on test card  

and register via 

the LFT website

Go to test area

Leave test site

(with barcode 

attached to test 

card)

GREETING ZONE SAMPLE COLLECTION ZONE SAMPLE ANALYSIS ZONE

REGISTRATION 

DESK & QUEUE 

MANAGER

TEST & RESULT 

OPERATIVES

Collect LFD 

swab sample 

through hatch, 

process sample

Pass LFD swab to 

operative for 

processing 

Attach subject’s 

barcode to 

Lateral Flow 

Device

Read result on 

LFD and mark 

it, based on 

result.

Receive and 

act on result 

(via text and 

email)

*Estimated 15-20 minutes

Initiate 

standard 

results flow

Hand barcode to 

operative and self-

administer swab

REGISTER ADMINISTER ANALYSE GET RESULT

*Reporting to 

GP, PH, etc.

*Direct subject to 

testing area 

when appropriate

Ensure subjects 

are socially 

distanced

*Help subjects 

with assisted-

digital or non-

digital needs

Scan barcode on LFD 

with mobile app.

Interpret result 

and upload to 

S3 bucket, via 

API

Copy of barcode transferred to testing touch point to ensure robust link between individual, sample and test result. 

Digital Solution
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Registering for the test

LFT Registration landing page: A dedicated 

starting page and URL to…

• Allow an individual to register their personal details 

• Enable Test & Trace to link those details to that individual’s test 

result

• Manage expectations around the testing process

Some subjects may require assistance with the registration process (which 

may include individuals without a mobile / mobile has run out of battery).

To support these subjects, you may wish to consider providing an iPad, laptop 

or PC on-site. 

It is imperative that this machine have autocomplete / autofill turned off. This is 

very important to ensure people using the PC for test registration don’t see the 

personal information of previous individuals who registered.
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Recording results

Log Results mobile app: A mobile 

application used by operatives at testing 

sites to: 

• create a chain between a result on a Lateral Flow Device (LFD), a 

subject and the relevant downstream results processes

• streamline the process of submitting results at scale

*The mobile application will not have any personal data of 

subjects stored on it.

Operative scans 

barcode linked 

to subject and 

LFD in app 

Select test 

result

Submit test 

details via API 

into Test & 

Trace systems
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Results Recorder: Device Usage and Log Results app

Using “Log Results” mobile app

“LOG RESULTS”

USER

Begin shift End shift

TEAM 

LEADER

Select ATS

(Asymptomatic 

Test Site)

Scan barcode and 

submit result

Log in
Insert name of 

the user 

LOG IN ANALYSE LOG OUT

Provide user 

with specific 

iPhone

Receive specific 

iPhone from user
Log out

Start 

processing 

results

Hand specific 

iPhone back to 

team leader

Device management: check in and out

• The team leader is responsible for checking devices in and out and registering 

them to the user (results processing operative) on a daily basis

• Important documents include a spreadsheet used to check devices in and out, 

and the user creation and device management process flow

Results logging user guide

• Detailed results logging user guide explains how to use 

the app

• A guide describing course of action when the app does 

not function as intended is currently being developed

Recording operatives will need to be aware of operational processes not covered in clinical guidance – please see boxes 

below on results logging and device management

Please see the Important Documents page in the ‘Before you start’ section of this document for further information on user guide and device management
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Unable to Submit 

Results

Troubleshooting Log Results:

• Check you are connected to the internet and try to 

submit again.

• If you are connected to the internet and it is still 

unable to submit you may need to retry later. 

• Tap ‘Cancel’ on the second and third error 

message and you can try to submit the result later. 

OFFICIAL – SENSITIVE – COMMERCIAL 
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Camera Access

Troubleshooting Log Results:

This app requires camera access to fully function. Follow 

the instructions to enable the device’s camera. If you get 

the error message on the right, you should follow these 

steps:

• Open the Settings application

• Tap on Privacy

• Tap on Camera

• Tap the permissions button and ensure it is green

• Close and restart the ”Log Results” app

OFFICIAL – SENSITIVE – COMMERCIAL 
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Appendix C:

Example 

blueprints

• C1  Open plan / boothless layout

• C2  1 booth layout

• C3  6 booth layout

Contents

Please note that booths are optional. 

Demarcated testing stations which provide for 

social distancing are an appropriate alternative. 
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C1: ‘Zero’ booth layout model

P
ro

c
e

s
s
o

r T
e

s
ti
n

g
 

s
u

b
je

c
t

Exit

Entry

2m

2.5m

= Chair

= Protective ‘clear’ screen

= 2x1m trestle table*

= 1x1m trestle table

= 2m Social distance spacing

= Floor tape demarking 

boundary areas and walkway(s)

= Flooring or tape marking 

‘exclusion area’ around test and 

process area

= Direction/flow of test 

subject(s)

= Clinical waste bin needs to be 

accessible by both subject and 

results operative

* Clinical guidance required for 

safe swab transfer

Key

Person processing sample can’t be the 

person marking the result. This is for 

privacy and information governance reasons.

Space between operatives / subjects must be at least 2m.

• So the red arrows indicate a 2m length when the station abuts a 

walkway. 

• The red arrow can indicate a 1m length when the station abuts 

another station (which itself will then have a 1m distance to the 

operative – for a total distance of 2m)
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C2: 1 booth layout model

= Chair

= 2x1m trestle table

= 2m Social distance spacing

= Floor tape demarking 

walkway(s)

= Inner ‘exclusion area’, staff 

only and processing area

= Direction/flow of test 

subject(s)

= Privacy booth 2.4x2.4m with 

wheelchair accessibility

Key

Entry Exit

2.4m

4.8m

Clinical waste bins should be 

accessible by both subjects and staff
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C3: 6 booth layout model

= Chair

= 2x1m trestle table

= 2m Social distance spacing

= Floor tape demarking 

walkway(s)

= Inner ‘exclusion area’, staff 

only and processing area

= Direction/flow of test 

subject(s)

= Test booth 1.2x2.4m. 

Rectangular booth (6) denotes 

a privacy booth 2.4x2.4m with 

wheelchair accessibility

Key

1 2 3 4 5 6

Entry

Exit

Processing Area 

Results 

logging

Clinical waste bins should be 

accessible by both subjects and staff
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Test and Trace

95

Appendix D:

PPE requirements and donning 

/ doffing guidance

Contents
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Workforce roles which require PPE

Design 

Workforce 

Segment
Role Title Tasks & Responsibilities 

Sessional 

PPE(a)

Service 

Operations 

Team Leader - Responsible for overall delivery and escalations 

Cleaner
- Cleans booths in-between subjects and identifies when a booth is a ready for next subject

- Ensures clinical waste is disposed of from booths 

Supplies 

Coordinator

- Ensures test kits are stored in a clinically safe manner

- Receives supplies and manage stock

- Manages devices updates


Queue Manager - Ensures social distancing is maintained in the registration queue 

Testing 

Operations

Registration 

Assistant 

˗ Provides verbal support to subject registering on their device 

˗ Adds patient to the register if not already registered, and provides support if QR code is not scanning 

˗ If patient cannot use own device, requests verbal consent from subject to complete registration on their behalf 

- Provides testing kit to patient to take to the booth 

- Directs subject to available booth 



Test Assistant 

- On hand to provide subject with additional verbal instructions if required

- Ensures subject's self-administered test is labelled appropriately and has barcodes attached

- Ensure subject has passed test to a Processing Operative 

- Directs patient to exit, with test card



Test supervisor - Optional role to provide on-site clinical oversight and guidance 

Processing 

Operative

- Sets up sample for analysis

- Pipettes extraction solutions to sample, following SOP 

- Times the sample analysis

- Await and read result displayed, and mark it on device

- Pushes results for digital upload 

- QA another Processing Operative’s result analysis



Results 

Recorder 

- Enters result onto a managed device, including scan of QR code

- Result is automatically sent to dashboard and Test & Trace 
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Role Disposable gloves 
Disposable plastic 

apron 

Fluid-resistant (Type 

11R) surgical mask 

(FRSM) 

Eye protection 

(Googles or visor per 

individual preference) 

Frequency of changing 

PPE (minimum)

Bay coordinator(a) × × P × Sessional use

Test assistant(b)
P

(f)
P

(f)
P P

(f) Sessional use

Test supervisor(b)(c)
P

(f)
P

(f)
P P

(f) Sessional use

Registration assistant × × P P Sessional use

Results recorder P P P P Sessional use

Cleaner(d)
P P P P Sessional use

Supplies coordinator × × P × Sessional use

Queue coordinator × × P P Sessional use

Processing operative(e)
P P P P

Changes gloves after 

each sample

Security × × P × Sessional use

Team leader × × P × Sessional use

Notes:

(a) Bay coordinators only needed for test sites with booths

(b) If only supporting, test supervisors and assistants do not need to wear apron, gloves and visor, but they need immediate access to gloves if intervening

(c) Optional role 

(d) Cleaners need to change gloves and apron if cleaning a spillage

(e) Processing operative should wear apron/visor and mask sessionally and change gloves between samples

(f) Based on risk assessment

PPE requirements
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Put on plastic apron, making 

sure it is tied securely at the 

back.

Put on surgical face mask, if 

tied, make sure securely tied 

at crown and nape of neck. 

Once it covers the nose, 

make sure it is extended to 

cover mouth and chin.

Put on eye protection if there 

is a risk of splashing.

PUTTING ON (DONNING) PPE
Make sure you perform hand hygiene. Use alcohol hand rub or gel or soap and water. Make sure you are hydrated and are not wearing any jewellery, bracelets, 

watches or stoned rings. This is guidance for full PPE donning, some of the steps may not be relevant for certain roles. Role specific guidance for PPE for staff 

can be found above.

Put on gloves. You are now ready to enter 

the testing area.
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Remove gloves, 

grasp the outside 

of the cuff of the 

glove and peel off, 

holding the glove 

in the gloved 

hand, insert the 

finger underneath 

and peel off 

second glove.

Perform hand 

hygiene using 

alcohol hand gel 

or rub, or soap 

and water.

Snap or unfasten 

apron ties the neck 

and allow to fall 

forward. Snap waste 

ties and fold apron in 

on itself, not handling 

the outside as it is 

contaminated, and put 

into clinical waste

REMOVING (DOFFING) PPE
Surgical masks are single session use, gloves and apron should be changed between test subjects. All used PPE must be discarded as category B clinical waste 

in the clinical waste bins. This is guidance for full PPE donning, some of the steps may not be relevant for certain roles. Role specific guidance for PPE for staff 

can be found above.

Once outside the 

testing area. 

Remove eye 

protection

Perform hand 

hygiene using 

alcohol hand gel 

or rub, or soap 

and water.

Remove surgical 

mask.

Now wash your 

hands with soap 

and water. 
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Appendix E: Spillage of bodily 

substances
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Spillage of bodily 

substances: An 

overview

‘Bodily substances’ refers to fluid or tissue that is either directly from a patient or 

indirectly in the form of a specimen or otherwise. 

The most likely type that staff with cleaning responsibilities may encounter include 

vomit, but could also include blood, sputum, urine and faeces. 

Spillages may be cleaned up by either clinical staff or cleaning staff; It is vital that 

any staff member performing this duty has received the specific training for this 

type of spillage cleaning and follows the method statement fully. 

Bodily Fluid / Bloodborne Pathogen Spill Kits are specifically designed for 

protection during body fluid spills clean-up. Most kits includes PPE and fluid pick-

up necessities. 
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Steps to clean 

spillage of bodily 

substances (1/2)

Transport your body fluid spill kit to the spillage area

Put on PPE (Personal Protection Equipment)

Spray spill and surrounding area with disinfectant 

Sprinkle absorbent granules over the spill, working from the outer edge to the centre of 

the spill

Once gel is formed, use scoop and scraper to remove the congealed spill

Place scoop, contents and scraper into an infectious waste bag

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Steps to clean 

spillage of bodily 

substances (2/2)

7

8

9

10

11

Re-spray area with disinfectant

Use absorbent wipes to further clean spill area and place used wipes into infectious 

waste bag

Remove protective clothing and place into infectious waste bag

Clean hands with skin hygiene product and dispose of packaging into a suitable waste 

bin

Seal the bag and dispose of in a safe, appropriate manner to the correct waste stream
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Appendix F: Inventory required 

to support testing
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Summary of Inventory required for Asymptomatic Testing Sites
Each Test Site will require a variety of inventory to operate. DHSC will provide PPE, test kits and certain supplies supporting the testing 

process. Universities are responsible for providing all other items.

Inventory categories

Safety PPE Physical 

infrastructure

Queue 

management

Consumables 

(non-medical)

Test Kits

General wasteClinical waste Miscellaneous

Providers 

Department of Health 

and Social Care 

(DHSC)

University

Medical consumables 

& infection control

Inventory list and providers subject to change
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Test site inventory detail (1/3) 
Category Item Importance Comments

Kitted LFD Box Critical

PCR kits Critical

LFD barcodes Critical Barcodes for LFDs and test registration cards

LFD test registration cards Critical With URL to registration website

Managed devices Critical iPhones for Results Recording process

Tube racks Critical To hold LFD extraction tubes

Disposable non-latex sterile gloves - Small (pairs) Critical

PPE is provided by DHSC only for roles that require PPE per guidance

Disposable non-latex sterile gloves - Medium (pairs) Critical

Disposable non-latex sterile gloves - Large (pairs) Critical

Disposable non-latex sterile gloves - XL (pairs) Critical

Face visor Critical

Disposable apron Critical

Type IIR Fluid Resistant Surgical Mask (FRSM) Critical

Lockers Helpful Workforce should have access to small lockers to store valuables

Trestle tables Critical

Used in test area (sample processors and PPE), site manager's office 

and staff welfare area

Protective ‘clear’ screen Critical Critical for ‘zero booth’ model

Plastic (wipeable) chairs Critical

For subject's use on request only. Also for site manager's office and staff 

welfare area

Fridges Important For staff lunches

Adhesive wall mirrors Critical For test booths - so subjects can self-swab

Thermometers Critical For wherever LFD kits are stored and used

Site signage Critical Provided digitally for on-site printing

Posters of testing instructions Critical Provided digitally for on-site printing

Social distancing signs and floor markers Critical

High vis jackets Important

Fire extinguisher Critical

Defibrillator Critical

First aid kit Critical

First aid signage Critical

UniversityDHSC

Provider:

Importance:

Critical: Needed for testing process

Important: Key role in site operations

Helpful: To support site operations

Inventory list and 

providers subject to 

change
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Test site inventory detail (2/3) 
Category Item Importance Comments

Cleaning solution Critical e.g. Selgiene Ultra 'instant kill' cleaner

Disinfectant spray bottle Critical One per cleaner, plus spares

Cloths (red, blue and yellow) Critical

Blue mop buckets Critical

Colours indicate use in red, amber and green zones (blue for use in 

green zones)

Red mop buckets Critical

Yellow mop buckets Critical

Mop handles Critical

Blue mop heads Critical

Red mop heads Critical

Yellow mop heads Critical

Litter pickers Critical

Cleaning sign - yellow A-frame Critical

Green / red cleaning signs Critical

Laminated squares for test booth 'window' - indicates need for clean / 

ready for use

Facial tissues pack Critical For subjects to blow their nose before swabbing

Anti-viral cleaning wipes Critical e.g. Protex cleaning wipes ('instant kill')

Sick / emesis bowls Critical

Hand sanitiser Critical 5L containers ideal

Pump action refillable hand sanitiser dispensers Critical

Free standing hand sanitiser dispenser Critical

Hand wash / Soap Critical e.g. 5L Pink Pearl Hand soap

Paper towel packs Critical

Anti-viral disinfectant wipes Critical To wipe down devices and PC

Water Important Bottled, or water coolers and jugs

Lunch Important

Tea and coffee Important

Importance:

Critical: Needed for testing process

Important: Key role in site operations

Helpful: To support site operations

UniversityDHSC

Provider:

Inventory list and providers subject to change

Inventory list and 

providers subject to 

change
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Test site inventory detail (3/3) 
Category Item Importance Comments

Clinical Waste Container Critical

Clinical Waste Bins Critical

Orange clinical waste binbags Critical

Bodily fluid/pathogen spill kit Critical

General waste bins Important

General waste binbags Important

Recycling container Important

Black and red permanent markers Critical For marking LFD devices (black and red) and inventory management (black)

Laminated A3 grid Critical

For tracking LFD cartridges during processing - digital template provided for on-

site printing

Digital clocks / timers Critical For tracking LFD cartridges during processing

Plastic crates Important Max 35L - to transport inventory and marked LFD cartridges

Printer Important

Printer consumables Important Paper and ink

PC Important For site manager's office

A3/A4 Laminator Helpful Along with laminator sheets

Radios with earpieces Helpful Optional but helpful - for site manager, cleaners and a queue manager

Whiteboard Important For site manager's office and inventory room

Whiteboard pens Important

Shredder Important

Extension cables Important Where needed for on-site electronics

Gaffer tape / duck tape Important

Industrial double-sided sticky tape Critical

Hazard tape Critical

Stanley knife Helpful For use with floor protection / opening boxes

Scissors Helpful

Blu-tack Helpful

Pens (biros) Important

Stapler Helpful

Clipboards Helpful

Post-its (packs) Helpful

Importance:

Critical: Needed for testing process

Important: Key role in site operations

Helpful: To support site operations

UniversityDHSC

Provider:

Inventory list and 

providers subject to 

change
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